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Yu Jin Yan paled at her thoughts. She didn't think that there would be a possibility for
anyone to call them back to the country by using her husband's voice.

But no matter how much she refused to acknowledge her train of thoughts, the chances
of having someone playing them in their hands seemed to be more plausible since this
ploy of theirs brought them to be involved in this issue and got themselves locked
inside the police station.

Despite not being locked behind bars, Yu Jin Yan couldn't see the difference between
being locked behind bars and inside the head's office in that police station!

They were still being held back in any case and the opportunity for them to escape and
think of a solution to solve this matter seemed to be so far away.

Feeling her energy draining from her body, Yu Jin Yan thought about her daughter,
Zhao Yurong.

Immediately, she sprang to life and desperately asked the constable about the state of
her daughter.

"I'm not sure but I heard from your husband that your daughter is with this Nanny Jang.
They're probably hiding somewhere."Constable Huo Yan answered.

"Hiding? Why should my child hide? She didn't do anything wrong so there's no need
for her to hide like a criminal!" Yu Jin Yan almost teared up at the thought of her
daughter hiding in fear.

"That is correct but the people around the country might not think so." The constable
replied. "The issues surrounding the Zhao family have spread across the country and
knowing that she's a Zhao, reporters will surely stalk your daughter around whether
you like it or not."
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Zhao Shuxin rolled her eyes but she also couldn't help but think of the young child.
She grew silent at the thought of Nanny Jang taking care of the child.

Nanny Jang should be able to take care of the child for the time being while they're
away.

Zhao Yurong will probably experience a few hardships in her life. She was turning
two this year, not knowing what's happening around her but the nanny will surely
make sure that she's fed and taken well care for.

When Zhao Yurong was born, the country almost rejoiced. Zhao Hanfeng put on a
show and gave her much attention. Pictures of the child were spread across social
media and was even invited as a child star in a commercial video that the Zhao family
got for her. With this much publication, having reporters follow the child wouldn't be
the least of their problems.

"What about us then? The child will surely survive out there with Nanny Jang looking
after her but what about us?" Zhao Shuxin asked. She was slightly jealous that a
two-year-old child was able to escape but not her. "Is there a way for us to get away
from this issue? Surely, you two officers have something that could help us."

The two high ranking officers looked somewhat awkward. They were sent by Zhao
Hanfeng as the old man told them that his daughter, Zhao Shuxin could easily think up
some solution to their problems as she always had some solutions to the troubles that
their company faced.

And yet, here she was, acting like a spoiled child. She was asking them like it was
natural for them to be the Zhao family's strategists and help them solve every problem
that came in their ways.

Unfortunately, they didn't know that Zhao Shuxin was a sham. She didn't find an
answer to the problems that troubled the Zhao Enterprise but she was the one who
caused all of it and appeared to be the one who solved it in the end so she could take
the crown from her father.

Although they didn't expect her to act this way, the two officers didn't put on a show
that they could solve the problem. The pieces of evidence against the Zhao family and
the two ladies before them were already handed out to the court.

A hearing will happen tomorrow and will probably sentence the Zhao family. And the
next people who will be sentenced next will be Zhao Shuxin and Yu Jin Yan. The only
chance they could avoid this outcome was to work with the two ladies.

The world still hasn't found out that they are in the country right now. The chances that



someone will know that Zhao Shuxin and Yu Jin Yan is in the country is minimal but
not impossible. And there should be time for them to use until an answer to their
problems to appear.

"We can't do anything at the moment." The commissioner said. "However, we might
be able to do something in the next few hours. That is why I'm asking you to lay low
for now and stay hidden in the station. We don't want the reporters to appear and
announce that you two arrived in the country tonight."

If not because they owe the patriarch of the Zhao family and he wanted to use this
chance for them to repay what they owe to him, they wouldn't even try to get in
contact with the Zhao family.

"Alright." Zhao Shuxin sighed in relief. "We will do as you say." She told them and sat
comfortably on the couch next to Yu Jin Yan.

The two of them finally relaxed after hearing that the two officers were willing to help
them but their composure will be thrown out of the window as several noises coming
from outside were soon heard.

"Come, let's hurry!" Someone said outside. His voice was loud even with the several
voices that were simultaneously speaking along with him.

"I saw the police cars stopped here earlier so that means they're being held inside!"
Another one said.

"We need to get a full scoop of this! Where's the camera and microphone! I need them
now before we go live!" And another one said.

The thing that they all feared was now coming right up in front of the station's doors.

It seems that Zhao Shuxin and Yu Jin Yan had nowhere to escape now.
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